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29Si hyperfine structure of the Pb1 interface defect in
thermal (100)Si/SiO2
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Abstract. The observation of the electron spin resonance hyperfine (hf) spectra associated with
the unpaired electron of the Pb1 interface defect in thermal (100)Si/SiO2 shows that the dominant
interaction arises from a single29Si isotope. The hf tensor displays weakly monoclinicI (nearly
axial) symmetry, with the principal axes of theg and hf tensors coinciding. A molecular orbital
analysis indicates that the unpaired electron resides for∼58% in a single unpaired Si hybrid
orbital, found to be 14% s-like and 86% p-like, with the p-orbital markedly pointing closely
along a〈211〉 direction at 35.26◦ with the [100] interface normal. With oxygen not constituting
an immediate part of the defect, the results firmly establish the key part of the Pb1 defect as a
tilted (∼20◦ about〈011〉) Si3≡Si· unit.

Thermal oxidation of Si is accompanied by the inherent generation of defects at the Si/SiO2

interface [1, 2]. A particular class are the mismatch induced paramagnetic point defects,
referred to as Pb-type centres [2] as detected by electron spin resonance (ESR). At least part
of these were shown to be electrically active as trapping and/or recombination centres [3]
thus impairing crucial currents in adjacent Si layers, which explains the high technological
interest in atomic identification. Their appearance depends on the crystallographic interface
orientation [2]. At the (111)Si/SiO2 interface, ESR has so far isolated only one type of
defect, specifically termed Pb, exhibiting C3v symmetry. It has been identified [2, 4, 5] as a
trivalent interfacial Si backbonded to three Sis in the substrate, denoted as Si3≡Si·, where
the dot symbolizes the unpaired electron in an sp3

〈111〉-like orbital. Generally, only the defect
orientation with sp3〈111〉 along the [111] interface normal is observed [6].

The (100)Si/SiO2 interface, by contrast, exhibits two prominent types of defects, termed
Pb0 and Pb1. For standard oxidation temperatures (800–950◦C), the naturally incorporated
densities are [7] [Pb] ∼ 5× 1012 cm−2 and [8] [Pb0], [Pb1] ∼ 1× 1012 cm−2. The initial
observations [5] indicated lower than C3v symmetry (C2v)—monoclinicI—for both defects,
the Pb0 symmetry however being nearly axial about〈111〉. Based on the close ESR features,
Pb and Pb0 were suggested to be similar: one opinion now is that Pb0 also concerns a〈111〉
oriented ·Si≡Si3 but residing at steps or〈111〉 Si/SiO2 microfacets at the macroscopic
(100)Si/SiO2 interface [9, 10]. It would thus merely be a testimony for the amount of
crystallographically non-ideal (100)Si termination.

As to Pb1, the initially proposed model by Poindexteret al [5] was an interfacial
·Si≡Si2O entity (cf PPb1 model in figure 1), suggesting the centre to differ chemically from
Pb and Pb0. That model, however, had appeared untenable partly on experimental, but
mainly on theoretical grounds [11]. The latter was concluded from detailed calculations on
five model clusters, including the initial·Si≡Si2O model and the SB1 model—the latter
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Figure 1. Models for Pb1 at the (100) Si/SiO2 interface: (a) initial model (PPb1) after [5]; (b)
strained defected Si–Si dimer (similar to SB1 model in [11]) with unpaired sp3 hybrid adjusted
along [211]. Dashed drawing pictures the Si lattice before the dimer formation. Open and solid
circles represent O and Si atoms, respectively.

symbolizing an unpaired Si bond at one end of a strained reconstructed interfacial Si–
Si dimer, i.e., Si2 =Si·—Si≡Si2O, where the long hyphen represents the strained bond.
The model originated from the Si–Si dimer being pictured as a natural strain-relief site
necessary to absorb strain [12, 13] in matching a-SiO2 to (100)Si. None of the models
appeared acceptable. Up to now, the atomic identity of Pb1 is still unknown. Actually, the
basic reason for this is that, due to enhanced experimental difficulty, the available set of
ESR data is incomplete, often unclear. Particularly missing is solid information on hyperfine
(hf) structure, i.e., interaction of the unpaired defect electron with nearby magnetic nuclei.
Indeed, it is well known in ESR spectroscopy that in addition to other ESR parameters,
conclusive point defect identification must come from hf structure.

Recent work [9] on (100)Si/SiO2 structures exhibiting predominantly the Pb1 species

Figure 2. Pb1 g and hf tensor (A) principle axes within the cubic Si lattice for one of the four
interface restricted equivalent defect orientations at the (100)Si/SiO2 interface. Also shown is
the applied sample geometry.
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resulted in accurate values of Pb1 ESR parameters. The monoclinicI symmetry of the
g tensor was confirmed withg1 = 2.0058, g2 = 2.007 35 andg3 = 2.0022, where,
importantly, theg3 direction is at 3± 1◦ (towards the [100] interface normaln) with
a 〈211〉 direction (cf figure 2). Only the four crystallographic defect orientations (ESR)
equivalent through4 [100] face symmetry occur. From these results together with previous
salient ESR data, the key part of Pb1, like Pb and Pb0, was also pictured as a single unpaired
sp3 hybrid on an interfacial Si. Furthermore, the former improved results ong tensor and
field angle dependent line broadening included a slight hint that the unpaired hybrid would
point along theg3 direction, i.e., closely along [211], instead of theg2 direction (close
to a normal〈111〉 direction). But in the absence of supportive hf identification, the hint
necessarily remained as speculative as uncertain.

There has so far only been one report of successful Pb1 hf observation. In a pioneering
work [14] on standard thermal (100)Si/SiO2, a single (only for the applied magnetic field
B‖n) hf observation was reported for both Pb0 and Pb1, tentatively attributed to29Si hf
interaction. A hf splitting ofA[100] ∼ 157 G was reported for Pb1, about 50 G larger than
for Pb0 (∼105 G forB‖n) which in turn is comparable to the one of Pb (∼117 G forB‖n).
From this, the Pb1 hf structure was speculated also to arise from interaction with a single
29Si, as is the case for Pb0 and Pb1, leading to the conclusion that the Pb1 unpaired electron
is also highly localized on one Si atom. Although useful, the singularity of this observation
left any progress in modelling desperately speculative, the modelling feeling tempted to
infer farther reaching conclusions than allowed by experimental facts. Moreover, that hf
observation was recently stoutly contested [15] by ESR results on porous Si.

Clearly, Pb1 identification fails because of the lack of hf structure information. This
is the subject of the current work, reporting on the successful determination of the hf
tensor (A) symmetry and interaction strengths of the dominant29Si hf structure, providing
a fundamental clue to the defect’s microscopic structure.

ESR-compatible samples of 2× 9 mm2 main face were cut from a commercial 4 inch
diameter two side polished (100)Si wafer (float zone;∼0.1 � cm; p-type) about 29µm
thick, with the 9 mm edge along a〈011〉 direction. After cleaning, the samples were
submitted to three thermal steps: (1) Thermal oxidation at 970◦C (1.1 atm O2; 99.9995%;
dry; dox ∼ 42 nm); (2) hydrogenation (H2; 99.9999%; 1 atm) at 795◦C for 1 h; (3) as after
such a step, the major part of the Pb-type defects are left passivated by H (i.e., Pb(0, 1)H
formation), this was finally followed by a vacuum anneal at∼620 ◦C for∼1 h—a treatment
known to exhaustively depassivate (ESR-activate) the Pb-type defects [8, 16]. Typically, an
intensity ratio [Pb1]/[Pb0] ≈ 1.22 is obtained, with [Pb1] = (7.2± 0.5) × 1012 cm−2. All
the thermal steps were terminated by cooling to room temperature (∼20 min) in unaltered
ambient. An ESR sample bundle typically comprised about 70 slices.

ESR measurements were carried out in the 1.6–3.4 K range employing a CW K-band
(∼20.09 GHz) spectrometer [7]. Routinely, it is operated in the adiabatic slow passage
(incident microwave powerPµ 6 20 pW) absorption mode, where first derivative absorption
signals were recorded by modulation (∼100 kHz; amplitude∼ 0.6 G) ofB. Optimum
hf structure detection, however, was obtained at higherPµ (∼0.8 nW). The rapid passage
effects at 1.6 K under these partial saturation conditions resulted in recording undifferentiated
absorption-like peaks.B was rotated in the (011) plane withφB , the angle ofB with n,
varying from 0 to 90◦. Typically, the spectra were averaged over 100 to 200 scans.

Typical ESR spectra observed in the lowPµ (undistorted) mode at 1.6 K are shown in
figure 3 for two orientations ofB. Though this detection mode is not the most sensitive one
(not used generally for hf structure mapping), hf structure is clearly resolved next to strong
Pb0 and Pb1 (central) Zeeman signals. The simplest spectrum occurs forB‖n, displaying
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Figure 3. Absorption derivative ESR spectra observed in the adiabatic slow ((a), (c)
Pµ ∼ 20 pW) and rapid ((b) Pµ ∼ 0.8 nW) passage mode in thermal (100)Si/SiO2 for two
directions ofB in the (011) plane. They are comprised of the Pb0 and Pb1 Zeeman signals and
resolved29Si hf structure. The angular dependent Pb1 hf structure is clearly exposed.

pairs of hf doublets of splitting1Bhf [100] = 105± 2 and 156± 2 G centred at the Pb0

and Pb1 Zeeman signals, respectively. The first one is the expected Pb0
29Si hf structure, of

splitting well in agreement with previous results [14, 17]. The second doublet is assigned
to Pb1. It was observed once before, with identical splitting [14]. In the latter work, to
maximize the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, ESR was measured at<30 K in the dispersion
mode under fast passage conditions giving absorption-like signals. When measuring at
higherPµ under similar circumstances, our hf spectrum forB‖n (with enhanced S/N ratio)
becomes indeed virtually identical to the one of Brower (figure 4 of [14]), as shown in
figure 3(b), thus confirming that observation.

Unlike previous work, the achieved signal enhancement has enabled us to perform the
full angular variation of the hf structure. This is exemplified in figure 3 also, where the Pb1

hf structure is seen to split into various, generally three, components. This is as expected
for Pb1 as forB rotating in the (011) plane, theg map exhibits three branches. The three
Pb1 hf components exhibit different relative intensity, one being of approximately double
intensity. Anticipating the interpretation, this factor was incorporated in the Pb1 hf mapping
through using different symbols for the hf lines of estimated double intensity.
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Next to the hf spectral composition and magnitudes of observed splittings, a key element
in assigning hf structure is the relative signal intensity. As determined on undistorted low
Pµ spectra, the ratio in spectral intensity (area under absorption curve) of the hf doublet to
the Zeeman signal is found to be 0.044±0.006 for Pb1. This agrees with the value of 0.049
expected for interaction with a single29Si (4.70% natural abundance) nucleus.

Although the Pb0 hf signals are less prominent for various reasons, its hf tensor was
also determined. In agreement with previous reports [17, 18], it is found axially symmetric
about〈111〉 with A‖ = 149± 4 andA⊥ = 75± 5 G.

The entire Pb1 spectrum can be described [19] by the simplified spin Hamiltonian

H = µBB · g · S + Ij ·Aj · S (1)

with effective electron spinS = 1
2. The first term is the electronic Zeeman interaction,

the second term the spin–nucleus hf interaction. Hereg is the electronicg dyadic, I the
nuclear spin (= 1

2 for 29Si) andAj the hf tensor for interaction of the electron spin with
the j th nearby lattice site; for the present Pb1 case,j = 1. Similar to the Zeemang map,
the hf structure pattern is found to be readily fitted with monoclinicI symmetry, with the
relative branch intensities in agreement with experimental data. The optimised fitting gives
the principal hf tensor valuesA1 (‖ [01̄1]= 102±3 G,A2 (∼‖ [111]) = 112±3 G andA3

(∼‖ [211]) = 167± 3 G. The departure from trigonal (axial) symmetry thus appears small.
In fact, within experimental accuracy, the data are equally well fitted by axial symmetry,
giving the values (see table 1)A‖ = A3 = 167 G andA⊥ = 107 G (= (A1 + A2)/2). To
ease the discussion, we shall henceforth assume axial symmetry. The principal hf tensor
axes are found identical with those of theg tensor, which need nota priori be so (vide
infra). However, while a satisfactory fit is obtained, the experimental accuracy does not
permit us to specify the principalA tensor directions to better than∼3◦.

Table 1. 29Si hyperfine interaction parameters of the Pb and Pb1 defects in bulk thermal
(111) and (100)Si/SiO2. The MO wave function coefficients were calculated [19] using
|93s (0)|2 = 34.55× 10−24 cm−3 and〈r−3

3p 〉 = 17.78× 10−24 cm−3 [20].

No of
AB‖[100] equivalent

Defect ReferenceA‖ (G) Aa
⊥ (G) (G) hf axis sites α2 β2 η2

Pb [3] 156± 5 91± 9 117 [111] 1 0.11 0.89 0.62
Pb1 current 167± 3 107± 4 156± 2 6 [211], A‖ = 3◦ 1 0.14 0.86 0.58

work

a Fitting monoclinicI symmetry results inA1(‖ [01̄1]) = 102±3 G,A2(∼‖ [111]) = 112±3 G,
andA3 = A‖.

Following the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) analysis [19], the Pb1

unpaired electron may be represented by the molecular orbital (MO) wave function
|ψ(x)〉 = ∑

i ηi(αi |ψs,i〉 + βi |ψp,i〉), whereηi gives the localization of the hybrid at the
ith site. The results for the MO parameters are compared with those of Pb in table 1.
This provides interesting information: (i) it tells us that 58% of the paramagnetic orbital is
localized on a single Si atom at the interface with the hybrid exhibiting 14% s and 86% p
character. These hybrid values are quite similar to those found for prototype Si dangling
bond defects such as, e.g., G8 (p-vacancy centre) [19] and Pb (cf table 1), demonstrating that
the Pb1 paramagnetic orbital also concerns a single Si dangling bond orbital. (ii) Perhaps
most revealing is that this unpaired Si hybrid points closely (within∼3◦) along a〈211〉
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direction at 35.26◦ with n. (iii) The gyromagnetic and hf tensor symmetries are found
identical within experimental accuracy. But, as mentioned, the accuracy on this statement
cannot be better than±3◦. However, to simplify the wording, we shall henceforth assume
both tensor symmetries coinciding.

Within the LCAO framework, the results must imply that the key part of Pb1 consists
of a tilted≡Si· entity that, under interfacial physicochemical influence, has rotated about
a [011] axis over∼20◦ so as to bring the Si dangling bond from its normal [111] direction
towards the nearest [211] direction (cf figure 2).

This finding on the unpaired sp3-like hybrid direction makes previous results [9]
transparent. First, there are the measuredg shifts1g ≡ g−gf e, wheregf e = 2.002 32 is the
free electrong value. The shift is smallest, i.e.,−0.000 12 (close to zero), along the [211]
g3 principal direction, while the shift is substantially larger and of comparable magnitude
(i.e., 0.005 and 0.0035) along the other two principalg directions. Well in line with the
current finding that the unpaired Pb1 hybrid points along theg3 direction, the successfulg
shift interpretation for a single broken Si orbital based on simple MO theory [19] indeed
predicts to first order zerog shift for g‖ and a positive, order of magnitude larger shift in
g⊥. Second, the inferred dangling bond direction (g3 direction) is also corroborated by the
recently revealed strain induced angular dependent part in the Pb1 linewidth [9]. It was
found smallest (possibly absent) along theg3 direction. This again is consonant with the
simple MO view [19], predicting that, to first order, the strain induced variations in bond
lengths and angles near the defect site only lead to a distribution ing⊥, none ing‖, however,
hence also minimal broadening along the sp3 hybrid (g3) direction.

With the basic atomic entity of Pb1 identified, it then remains to model how the unit is
incorporated in a larger defect structure. When placed then in an appropriate sufficiently
extended Si/SiO2 cluster, detailed quantum-mechanical calculation will enable thorough
theoretical verification. The defect modelling can only be considered definite after successful
theoretical back up. Together with the newly gained hf information, this search should be
based on the salient experimental facts, mostly inferred by ESR. Salient Pb1 facts include:
(i) the Pb1 g tensor data show that Pb1 is an interface constrained defect of monoclinicI
symmetry [5, 9]. The lowest principalg valueg3 = 2.0022 is only weakly shifted fromgf e.
This g3 axis is at 3± 1◦ (towards the interface normal) with a〈211〉 direction at 54.74◦

with the (100) interface plane, while the principalg2 (= 2.007 35) direction is at 3◦ with
〈111〉. (ii) The magnetic angle dependent line broadening [9], ascribed to a strain induced
distribution predominantly ing⊥, is smallest (absent) forB‖g3 axis [211]. (iii) The Pb1

centre is more sensitive to saturation than Pb0—∼3 times in terms ofPµ. (iv) The study
[14] of 17O enriched (100)Si/SiO2 indicates that O is not an immediate part of the Pb1 defect.
With no hydrogen hf observed, H is also excluded as a building block of the defect. (v)
The activation energyEa for passivation in molecular H was found [12] close for all three
defects Pb, Pb0 and Pb1, i.e.,Ea(Pb, Pb0) = 1.51± 0.04 eV, andEa(Pb1) = 1.57± 0.04 eV.
(vi) Though in dispute [3], the centre was recently concluded [8] not to be active as an
electrical interface trap, implying that there are no+/0 and 0/− charge transition levels
deep in the Si gap.

Perhaps in a simplest scheme, it may be pictured as incorporated as one half of a
Si2 =Si·–Si≡Si3 defected dimer configuration (similar to SB1). As a result of the pulling of
the two interfacial next nearest-neighbour Si atoms together under influence of surrounding
strain during the Si–Si bond reformation, the Si2 =Si·— moiety with the left broken bond
may be envisaged as having tilted over∼20◦ about the [0̄11] axis away from [111] towards
the [100] interface normal, the unbonded hybrid now pointing approximately along [211]
(see figure 1). In this picture then, the fact that theg2 axis direction ends up nearly along
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[111] is rather coincidental. Placed slightly subinterfacial, the defect structure thus being
rigorously fixed by the Si lattice without much disturbance from the top SiO2 network, this
picture could, at least in principle, incorporate the various salient experimental facts thus far
accumulated: the symmetry axes of the unpaired orbital at such a tilted Si2 = Si·— entity,
i.e., [01̄1], ∼[211] and∼ [11̄1̄], agree with the measured principalg axes. Also according
to this symmetry, with one backbond strained, three different principalg value magnitudes
are expected, that is, lower than axial symmetry. Since the unpaired sp3-like hybrid points
along theg2 axis (∼[211]), theg shift along [211] should be an order of magnitude smaller
than along the two other perpendicular directions, as observed. As the unpaired spin resides
in a single dangling sp3-like hybrid, theg and hf tensor symmetries are expected to coincide
to first order, also as observed. However, as mentioned, initial calculations [11] concluded
the Si2=Si·–Si≡Si2O dimer model to be untenable. Perhaps, improved calculations on
a more representative cluster incorporating the dimer at a subinterfacial level (cf figure 1)
may provide more insight. But however attractive this picture, other structures may be
envisaged.

Based on symmetry considerations, also of interest is the Si2=Si·–O–Si≡Si2O oxygen
bridge strain relief centre (termed SB2 in [11]). Like the dimer, it is also considered as
a natural strain relief centre [12, 13] in matching c-Si to a periodic form (e.g., tridymite)
of SiO2. Based on symmetry properties, even the initial PP

b1 model may be reconsidered.
Yet, while both models may display an acceptable symmetry, they are likely untenable on
grounds of theoretical calculations [11] of the electric level positions in the Si band gap and
the incorporation of O as an essential building block (O backbond).

In summary, optimized ESR experiments have succeeded in the full angular mapping
of the strong29Si Pb1 hf interaction in thermal (100)Si/SiO2. The data demonstrate that
the hf structure results from interaction with a single29Si isotope, the paramagnetic Pb1

electron being localized for∼58% in a single sp3 hybrid approximately pointing along a
〈211〉 direction at 35.26◦ with the [100] interface normal. The Pb1 defect is convincingly
identified, like Pb, as a prototype Si dangling bond (≡Si·) defect. If excluding O as a basic
building block of the defect, its basic entity is revealed as a〈211〉 oriented (∼20◦ tilted)
strained Si3 ≡Si· unit. Clearly, to trace the way this unit is incorporated in a larger defect
structure, thorough theoretical analysis is essential. It is felt that with the currently provided
hf data, this can now reliably be performed so as to culminate in the definite model.

The results complete the identification of the ESR-active defects at the Si/SiO2 interface.
With inclusion of the similarity of Pb0 and Pb1, it now appears that the kernel of all three
defects, Pb, Pb0 and Pb1, is chemicallyidentical, i.e.,·Si≡Si3 is the generic entity of the
three defects. Yet, they clearly do differphysically.
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